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the gAme
Crime Network is a fast-paced, gritty role playing game, set in the 
underworld of organized crime. Players control mobster characters 
as they rise through the ranks of the American Mafia. In the spirit 
of Goodfellas, Donnie Brasco, and The Godfather, players will work 
with and against each other in their pursuit of infamy. 

Crime Network favors simplicity, style, and fun. All of the rules 
presented in this book are designed to maximize these elements 
of play. Character creation is a breeze, and those who enjoyed our 
game “Terror Network” will find the same easy to use skill system. 
The skill groups in Crime Network are streamlined to better fit the 
genre, and we added a host of Shortcomings and Crime Skills to 
enhance the flavor of the game.  

Crime Network is a game of paranoia and suspense. Plots are fueled 
by character goals and inter-party conflict. This is the Mafia, after 
all. Players find themselves in a lot of heat if they are not careful— 
and even if they are, they can still end up dead. Sometimes players 
may be contracted to kill one another. In the mob, the person most 
likely to kill you is your best friend. You never know when you 
might get whacked in Crime Network. 

In Terror Network, you got a chance to play the good guys. With 
Crime Network, you now have the opportunity to walk on the wild 
side. So fire up the stove, cook a spicy arrabiatta sauce and a pot of 
linguini, and set the table for Crime Network!

The Network System
Along with Terror Network, Crime Network is part of the Network 
Game line. Both these games are compatible, with some minor ad-
justments. The biggest difference is that Terror Network characters 
have more primary skills, and more points to spend on vehicle skills. 
This reflects the specialized training that counter-terrorism agents 
receive. Crime Network introduces new elements like Families, 
Shortcomings, and Crime Skills. Some of the Knowledge Skills are 
different because the needs of the settings are not the same. Also, 
some Skills that are fundamentally the same have different names 
in order to capture the flavor of the respective genres. In making 
these games, we tried to balance the need for compatible systems 
with the goal of making our games genre-specific. At the end of 
the year, we hope to release the third installment in the Network 
Series: Horror Network. 

ACknowledgements 
Special thanks to all of our fellow role players who were kind 
enough to read the rules, play-test the mechanics, and give us valu-
able feedback. 

Written for Papa, the true “Italian Stallion”. 
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6 Crime Network   

IntroduCtIon
This section contains a brief overview of the core concepts in Crime 
Network. It is useful to familiarize oneself with this section before 
reading the rest of the book. 

tools oF plAy
To play Crime Network you need a copy of this book, some charac-
ter sheets, a gridded battle map, pencils, and six 10-sided dice (d10). 

whAt Is A role plAyIng gAme?
Crime Network is a pen and paper role playing game—a form of 
interactive story telling equipped with a rules system to resolve 
conflict. A role playing game is played by a group of players and a 
Game Master (GM). If you are a player, you create and control a 
character called a Player Character (PCs). If you are a Game Master, 
you create and control the plot and setting. The plot is the scenario 
that the GM presents to the players. Think of the plot as a story 
from a book, movie, or television program, except as a player, you 
control one of the main characters (your PC). The setting is the 
world your PCs inhabit. Like the real world, the setting is governed 
by laws (game mechanics) and filled with other people called non-
player characters (NPCs). The GM controls all the NPCs in the 
setting. The Game Master also functions like a referee, deciding 
which rules apply to a given situation. When players decide what 
actions their PCs take, the GM tells them what kind of rolls to 
make to determine their success.

meChAnICs
Every role playing game employs a set of rules called mechanics to 
ensure consistent play. Mechanics limit what players can do, and 
provide methods for gauging success and failure. The core mechanic 
of Crime Network is the d10 roll against a Target Number. 

Die Rolls
At some point, characters interact with the world around them. 
They attack enemies, they jump over ledges, or they beg someone 
to spare their life. To determine the outcome of these actions, play-
ers roll between one and six 10 sided dice (the number of dice is 
determined by the character’s rating in the skill being used), and 
compare their single highest result to a Target Number (see below). 
This is called a skill roll. If they meet or exceed the Target Number, 
they succeed. If they roll a natural 10, they get a total success, which 
is even better than a normal success. 

How do players know how many dice to roll? The total number 
of dice rolled is determined by a character’s proficiency rating in 
the relevant skill. The proficiency rating is the number of dots a 
character has in a given skill. Each dot of proficiency rating equals 
one 10 sided die (from here on called d10s). So a character with 
three dots in Small Arms, for example, rolls 3d10 any time he or 
she fires a gun with that skill. If a Character has zero Proficiency 
Rating (no dots), roll 2d10 and take the single lowest result.

Target Numbers (TN)
To succeed on a skill roll, players need to meet or exceed a Target 
Number. When making a skill roll against another character, the 
Target Number is that character’s relevant Defense rating (see Chap-
ter 2). When attacking an object or performing an action against 
the environment, the Game Master sets the Target Number using 
guidelines found in Chapter 4.

ChArACter elements
Character elements are the details that separate characters from one 
another. There are eight character elements (below) in the game, 
and together, they form the basis of who your character is. These 
elements are recorded on your character sheet.   

Personality Type 
Personality Types reflect a character’s basic disposition and aptitude, 
and are important because they determine how many character 
points players can spend on different skill groups. There are three 
Personality Types in Crime Network: Brain, Brawn and Casanova.

Skills
Crime Network is a game based on skills. Skills represent characters’ 
physical, mental and emotional qualities and training. All skills are 
divided into six groups: Defense Skills, Combat Skills, Physical 
skills, Mental skills, Specialist skills, and Knowledge skills. The 
higher a character’s proficiency rating in a skill, the greater the 
chances of success when he or she uses that skill.  

Expertise
Expertise represents a character’s specialized training, experience, 
or natural talent, and provides an extra d10 on skill rolls under 
specific conditions.  
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Introduction 7  

Family
Every character belongs to a crime family.  They are expected to be 
loyal to their family and obey orders from the family Boss. Family 
determines bonus Knowledge (Crime) skills, but it also shapes story.

Connections
Connections are resources available to characters in the form of 
personal relationships: people they know who can help them out 
from time to time.

Respectability
Respectability represents a character’s standing within the family 
and the world of organized crime. It is used to call in favors from 
Connections, and to avoid being targeted by enemies and allies. 
This is done by making a Respectability check, a number of d10 
equal to a character’s Respectability rating (1-6) against a Target 
Number of 6. Characters start with a rating of 1 in Respectability 
and advance as they gain ranks. 

Rank
Rank indicates a character’s position within the family. There are 
six ranks in Crime Network: Associate, Soldier, Consigliere, Cap-
tain, Under-Boss, and Boss. Characters start out as Associates and 
advance by achieving personal and family goals.

Character Details
Character descriptions are details like name, sex, place of birth, 
and date of birth that go on the character sheet but have no real 
mechanical effect. Players may also add additional details like back-
ground story and personality, if they wish. 

the CrIme network settIng
Crime Network is set in the underworld of organized crime, in the 
present day. It draws from the mafia movie (and book) genre, so 
it assumes characters are members of the American Mafia. Game 
Masters should choose a tone and style that works for their group. 

Even though Crime Network is set in the real world, Game Masters 
should flesh out setting details, like city locations, crime families, 
etc. This book comes equipped with a fictional city setting (Bay-
bridge) and its own crime families. All official Crime Network prod-
ucts use the Baybridge Setting and the Baybridge Crime Families. 
Game Masters can set the game in any city they wish, and either 

use the Crime Families provided in the Crime Network Rulebook, 
or design their own (see GM section).  

Characters
In Crime Network, players get to be ruthless mobsters. They begin 
the game as lowly Associates, and work their way through the Mafia 
ranks. Players will typically be members of the same crew, work-
ing for the same crime family, and taking orders from a Captain 
(or Capo). As they advance in level, they will earn more points to 
allocate on skills, Expertise and Connections.  

Crews
The players in a game of Crime Network function as a team, be-
longing to the same crew. They work collectively to achieve similar 
objectives and please their Bosses. They also compete with one 
another as they advance in rank. When a character achieves higher 
rank than the other members of the crew, he can issue orders and 
get a percentage of their income. 

Advancement
Characters advance by gaining experience points, which they can 
spend on skills, Connections, and Expertise. Game Masters (GMs) 
hand out 1 to 3 experience points for every storyline the characters 
complete. Storylines are comprised of personal and family goals. 
Characters advance by meeting these goals.

Personal Goals are specific agendas each player sets for himself, 
and informs the GM. It can be anything the player wants, but it 
should be challenging and take 1 or more adventures to achieve. 
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